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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 3 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 328



Intermediate Plus Unit 3a (12 activity (ies) 01:56:32) Keywords [16 word(s)] to affect (v.) anxious to appreciate (v.) to assure (v.) carrier concern damaged efficient hopefully incompetent to repair (v.) to replace (v.) to return (v.) supplier technical temporary



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] to affect anxious to appreciate to assure carrier concern damaged efficient hopefully incompetent to repair to replace to return supplier technical temporary
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



I'll transfer you to the Sales Department, Mr. Johnson. Sales, can I help you? Sales Department. Hello, Sales Manager. And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines? You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours! Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.



Ten days should do it.



2 2 2 Not on the other cell phones either. Now that's teamwork! I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



Can you tell me what's wrong with them?



2



Tom Johnson from Swift Car Rentals here. Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? How are you, Mr. Johnson? I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. I think I've got a client with outside saturation problems. I'll tell the Service Department it has to be fixed this week. Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.



And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines?



3



3 Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but...



3 4



Oh, really? Thanks, I'd appreciate that. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Not on the other cell phones either.



I'm a bit worried because our order hasn't arrived yet. Can you remind me of the details? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? I'm surprised to hear that, Mr. Johnson. I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. They are, Mr. Flowers. We'll get this worked out in no time. Come on, Simon, let's not argue over this. Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers?
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9 10 11 Thanks, I'd appreciate that. Thanks, I'd appreciate that. I'm not arguing. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.
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4



I'm O.K., thanks, and you? Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. Busy as usual. Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you? Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you.



5 5 3 Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



Hello, Sales Manager. You should've received them by now. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department.



5



That's good to hear. Look, there are some problems with our order. We've only received 150, and 20 of them don't seem to be working properly. Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Can you give me the order number? Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? Shall we say the middle of next week?



Sales, can I help you? I think I've got a client with outside saturation problems.
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6 7 8 Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but... I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Oh, really?
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6



Good, but what about the missing ones? We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. I'm sorry about this. You'll have them by the end of the week. I'm very sorry. We just need more time on this. You name it.



How are you, Mr. Johnson? Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers? I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. Several hospitals use our equipment without any problems.



7



Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. 16 Can you call a couple of smaller clients and tell them we're a little behind schedule?



Thanks, I'd appreciate that.



The volume dials don't work, and we can't send them back because they've already been installed in the cars. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Our Service Department can help you on that one. Would you like to speak to engineering? Shipping says they went out yesterday. Ten days should do it.



Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? Ah, Mr. Flowers, what can I do for you? Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now.
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19 19 19 I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but... Bad news, I'm afraid. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.
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8



Yes, it's order number 571/94B, dated the 2nd of this month. Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? OK. What seems to be the problem? Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working? Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow. Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. If all goes well, by the end of next week.



9



O.K., that'll be fine. I certainly hope so. Thank you. Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but...



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.



Yes, I wanted 200 34Ts, and you promised them by the 31st. I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now. Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. Hello, Sales.



10



7 7 7



12 13 13



Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.



Thanks, I'd appreciate that. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.



Yes, that's right... delivered by the end of the month. I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now. And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines? Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Hello, Sales Manager. You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours! Would the end of the month be all right?
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12 13 13 Not on the other cell phones either.



Now that's teamwork! I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future.
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11



Does that mean you weren't aware of the problem? We've got to have these phones as soon as possible! Let me check with our carrier. But I think it was shipped. Can I call you back? I'm sure they were shipped out to you. That can't be. I'm quite sure they were sent out. Can I check on it and call you back? Would you like to speak to engineering? Flowers is having a few problems with his phones. It's best to nip these things in the bud. Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. Simon, can you send someone over to see Mr. Flowers?



12



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



13 13



O.K. I'll be here in the office until six.



Oh, is he? Before they get out of control. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.



Well, can you tell me what the problem is? Yes, of course. We've been having trouble with our supplier. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet. There was a strike at our supplier's plant. This is important, Simon. Flowers has signed a very big contract. And you say this doesn't happen on the regular lines? Rest assured, I'll put our best people on the job. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you?
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14 14 14 That's not my problem. Not on the other cell phones either. Thanks, I'd appreciate that.
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13



Well, there's no sign of them here. Can you find out what's going on? Just a minute, please. I'll check with the Shipping Department. Would you hold a minute, please? I'll ask my sales team. Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes. Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working? Very busy, I'm afraid. What can I do for you? Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. You name it.



They are, Mr. Flowers. We'll get this worked out in no time.



14



15 15 O.K., that'll be fine.



Okay. Can you call a couple of smaller clients and tell them we're a little behind schedule? Thanks, I'd appreciate that.



I'm sorry, but that's your problem, not mine. So when are we going to get the phones we ordered? Hopefully within the next few days.



If all goes well, by the end of next week.



I can't give you an exact date right now. I'll have the engineers service the equipment thoroughly. Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? I'm sure this is just a temporary problem. It's nothing to worry about. This is important, Simon. Flowers has signed a very big contract. Ah, Mr. Flowers, what can I do for you?
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I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. 17 Thanks, I'd appreciate that. I just want you to get to the bottom of this. That's not my problem. Bad news, I'm afraid.
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15



O.K., I'll hold. Shipping says they went out yesterday. I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow. You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours! Good morning, Cellular Phones, Sales Department. No, I need someone to go over there today. We could lose a huge contract over this. Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Hello, Sales.



16



I certainly hope so. Thank you. Now that's teamwork! Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers. That's not my problem. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later. Good morning, this is Mr. Flowers.



How much time do you need? Ten days should do it.



Shall we say the middle of next week?



Would the end of the month be all right?



There usually are a few hitches at the beginning. No, I need someone to go over there today. We could lose a huge contract over this. Would you like to speak to engineering? I'm sure this is just a temporary problem. It's nothing to worry about. Hello, Sales Manager.



17



18 18



I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. We've been using the system for a month now. This just started. That's not my problem.



I just want you to get to the bottom of this.



That's not good enough! I can see you've got problems, but I need these telephones in my cars as soon as possible. I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you.



Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution.



They are, Mr. Flowers. We'll get this worked out in no time. I think I've got a client with outside saturation problems. Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Got that. What seems to be wrong with them?
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I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. I guess I have no choice, but if there are any more problems, we'll go elsewhere in the future. Thanks, I'd appreciate that. Oh, really? Okay.
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18



I see. So when can I expect them? I'll contact the carrier and get back to you.



I'll call the carrier and see what they say.



I can't say until I check with the carrier.



Hello, Mr. Johnson. What can I do for you? Flowers is having a few problems with his phones. Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? No, I need someone to go over there today. We could lose a huge contract over this. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet.



19



Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this. Could you do that as soon as possible? Because I need an answer on this.



Oh, is he? Fine, thanks. Business is good, so we're all very busy, but... That's not my problem.



O.K., but I need to talk to you about units missing from the order. No problem, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Of course, Mr. Johnson. I'll transfer you now. Fine. Business is good, so we're all very busy. I can't give you an exact date right now. Would you like to speak to engineering? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? Flowers is having a few problems with his phones.



Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later. Thank you very much. I'll talk to you again later.



Oh, is he?



Sentence Pronunciation [58 sentence(s)] Sales, can I help you? What can I do for you? Mr. Johnson! How are you doing? How are you, Mr. Johnson? Can you remind me of the details? That was two hundred of our hands-free model? I'm surprised to hear that, Mr. Johnson. Oh dear. You'd better send them back, then. We'll replace them immediately. Can you tell me what's wrong with them? Can you give me the order number? Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. I'm sorry about this. You'll have them by the end of the week. I'm very sorry.
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We just need more time on this. Oh dear. I'll transfer you to our Service Department. Our Service Department can help you on that one. Would you like to speak to engineering? Got that. What seems to be wrong with them? OK. What seems to be the problem? Yes, I've got it here. Now, you say some of the phones are not working? I'm afraid we've had trouble with your order. Well, I think we sent them out last week. You should've received them by now. That can't be. I'm quite sure they were sent out. Can I check on it and call you back? Let me check with our carrier. But I think it was shipped. Can I call you back? I'm sure they were shipped out to you. Yes, of course. We've been having trouble with our supplier. Yes, I'm very sorry. The shipment hasn't come through yet. There was a strike at our supplier's plant. Just a minute, please. I'll check with the Shipping Department. Would you hold a minute, please? I'll ask my sales team. Of course, I'll call you back in a few minutes. Hopefully within the next few days. If all goes well, by the end of next week. I can't give you an exact date right now. Shipping says they went out yesterday. I'm told the carrier picked them up last week. They assured me you'd have them tomorrow. Ten days should do it. Shall we say the middle of next week? Would the end of the month be all right? I'll make a couple of calls and get back to you. Give me a few days and I'll come up with a solution. I'll contact the carrier and get back to you. I'll call the carrier and see what they say. I can't say until I check with the carrier. I'll transfer you now.
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



'When,' 'while' + present



2



'Should' and 'Ought to': probability
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3



Use of the passive



4



Strong probability using 'must'
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 a meeting a corridor a seat a computer a vice president



2 a telephone a company a department a main office a business



3 a desk a photocopier a bank teller a computer an assistant
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4 a cell phone an overseas branch a digital camera a big market a computer



5 a phone booth a service station an information booth a cement truck a post office a ticket counter



The Right Word with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



Call information in order to get someone's phone number. dignitaries your psychiatrist gangsters a hotline The affirmative imperative



2



The directory lists personal addresses and phone numbers. operator mailman telephone company yellow pages email



3



Where are you phoning from? do is The present continuous Interrogative words



4



Hold the line, please. Spell Take



5



I hope we can find a compromise. come solve resolve
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6



We have to find a solution quickly. resolve need compromise



7



I hope we can work this problem out. launch postpone change



8



Complaints come from unhappy customers. "Thank you" cards Future orders Praises Good publicity Recommendations



Word Order with speech recognition [13 exercises] 1



the seminar was boring; I didn't learn the seminar was boring; I didn't learn anything



anything



Adjectives ending in -ing



2



who is who is in



3



would you tell me about your photography would you tell me about your photography classes?



4



good morning, how may I help good morning, how may I help you?



in charge of sales and distribution? charge of sales and distribution?



classes?



you?



'May' - 'Might'



5



I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business.



business.



The main postpositions



6



Leave a message and I'll see he gets it Leave a message and I'll see he gets it personally.



7



I'm calling in reference to last I'm calling in reference to last month's



personally.



month's trade trade show



show



Order of adjectives
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8



I called to make an appointment with the I called to make an appointment with the manager.



9



I'd like I'd like an



10



an appointment with the General appointment with the General Manager



The shipment hasn't come through The shipment hasn't come through yet



manager.



Manager



yet.



Use of the past participle as an adjective



11



I'm afraid you'll just I'm afraid you'll just have



have to be



to be patient.



patient.



'Must' - 'Have to'



12



I've been trying to get hold of you I've been trying to get hold of you for weeks. Verbs expressing a wish to act



13



for



weeks.



'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago'



there seems to be a mix-up there seems to be a mix-up with the



with the payment



payment



Handling complaints [46 sentence(s)] Hello, is this Customer Service? What can I do for you, Mr. Jang? What kind of problem is it? I understand, sir. Are you sure about this? Yes, I am. That could be serious. How did it happen? I apologize for all this mess! I hope we can work this problem out. I agree, we need to solve this problem. I'll try... It sounds good to me. Let's try! I'll see what I can do. I'll work something out. Rest assured, I'll put our best people on the job. If it's not too much trouble. No problem. I'll get back to you as soon as I can. You'll be hearing from me soon. Sounds good.
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We do apologize for any inconvenience. No problem. It doesn't matter. Thank you very much! Glad to be of service. Have a nice day. Excuse me? Oh no, what's the problem? It doesn't look like the villa in the brochure! Could you say that again, please? You're sure about that, aren't you? No, you are mistaken. No way! Is this it? That's right. I'll fix it. If you insist... I'd appreciate that. Don't worry, we'll find a way. I'm glad we resolved the problem. Ah, good! Yes, everything is in order. Thank you! My pleasure. Bye!



Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Walt Disney Walt Disney / media / theme parks / The Alice Comedies / breakthrough / Mickey Mouse / Snow White / purpose-built / family values



A few Disney films Walt Disney is a media company that was created in 1923. Disney produces mainly animated films and TV programs, and there are also four huge theme parks! Most people associate Disney with family entertainment: you don't have to be young to enjoy it! The company was created by two brothers, Walt and Roy Disney. Their first films were short animated films called 'The Alice Comedies.' However, in 1928, they made a breakthrough with a film called 'Steamboat Willie,' starring Mickey Mouse. Mickey became Disney's leading character, and by 1931, more than one million people had joined Mickey Mouse clubs! The first feature film, 'Snow White,' was a huge financial success. This allowed Disney to expand, building new, purpose-built studios. The Disneyland theme park was opened in California, in 1955. Walt Disney died in 1965, but the name lives on, representing American family values, and entertaining millions across the world.
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Riddles [4 exercises] 1



Which media company was created in 1923? The Walt Disney Company Hints: It is a company popular with children. It produces animated films. It produces TV programs. Cultural text: Walt Disney (Entertainment )



2



What was the name of the first films created by the Disney brothers? The Alice Comedies Hints: They were comedies. They were animated films. They had a girl's name in the title. Cultural text: Walt Disney (Entertainment )



3



Who was the star of 'Steamboat Willie?' Mickey Mouse Hints: He became Disney's leading character. By 1931, more than one million people had joined his club. He was a mouse. Cultural text: Walt Disney (Entertainment )



4



What was Disney's first feature film? Snow White Hints: It was a huge financial success. Its success allowed Disney to expand. There are seven dwarves in this film. Cultural text: Walt Disney (Entertainment )
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Intermediate Plus Unit 3b (26 activity (ies) 02:36:25) Keywords [17 word(s)] airmail paper correspondence to deliver (v.) glue greeting letter lined mailbox mailman message postcard to seal (v.) self-adhesive stationery typewriter yellow pages to write (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting at your desk looking very serious... What are you doing? Writing a letter! Answering last year's mail... Trying to write!



2



5 2 2



I should do that too.



Aren't you feeling inspired? 3 6 5



Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person!



3



Do you want some? Sure, if you have some to spare. Yes, please. No, my pen's out of ink anyway.
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Take as much as you need. Are you sure you're not out of ideas too?
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4 4 5



4



Here's some lined paper. Great! I never write straight anyway! Is it airmail paper? I prefer plain paper.



5



No, it's regular stationery. Sorry, all I have is lined paper.



Do you often write letters? No, not very often. Only when I really have to. I just write for Christmas and the New Year.



6



6 6 6



Do you often get letters? No, never! Not enough! I get lots of them every day!



7



7 9 7



Lucky you!



Do you have enough envelopes? No, do you have any? Yes, I have another big pack. No, do you have any spare ones?



8



8 9 8



I only have window envelopes. It doesn't matter. I'm afraid that won't do. I'll have to buy some then.



9



5 5 5



Here, help yourself. You're right, they look too formal.



9 9 9



I don't!



10 11 10



Do you have stamps? No, I hope you have some! I'll get some at the post office. I should have a few left.
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10



What's the glue for? This envelope won't stay closed! To seal this envelope. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick!



11



12 11 11



Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case it's sent back. No, I never bother! Well, I think it's wise!



12



I see!



12 12 12



I suppose you're right.



Finished? Yes. I'm off to the post office now. Just one more left! Yes, I'm going to mail them now.



13



Where's the post office? Just across the street. Next to the bank. It's on Main Street.



14



13 14 13



That's very convenient!



14 14 14



What's this? It's a package for my aunt in Italy. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up!



15



15



Are you sure you have your names on the right mailboxes? I'll have to check! Of course! Unless someone has switched them around!



You never know!



Sentence Pronunciation [38 sentence(s)] Answering last year's mail... Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things.
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I'm more of a phone person! Sure, if you have some to spare. Yes, please. No, my pen's out of ink anyway. Great! I never write straight anyway! Is it airmail paper? I prefer plain paper. No, not very often. Only when I really have to. I just write for Christmas and the New Year. No, never! Not enough! I get lots of them every day! No, do you have any? Yes, I have another big pack. No, do you have any spare ones? It doesn't matter. I'm afraid that won't do. I'll have to buy some then. No, I hope you have some! I'll get some at the post office. I should have a few left. This envelope won't stay closed! To seal this envelope. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick! Yes, in case it's sent back. No, I never bother! Well, I think it's wise! Yes. I'm off to the post office now. Just one more left! Yes, I'm going to mail them now. It's a package for my aunt in Italy. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up! Unless someone has switched them around!



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Dear Robin, I imagine you have been wondering what I have been up to lately. I'm sorry I haven't written in such a long time, but I lost your address. I have been looking everywhere for it, but to no avail. I have been calling everyone I know to see if they have it, but no one has been able to help me. I have been sending email messages in the hope that you might receive them, but that hasn't worked either. I have been hoping that you would write, and thankfully, I have just received a card from you today. Present perfect continuous have been wondering have been looking have been hoping Present perfect have been up to



haven't written
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have been calling



has been able to



have been sending



hasn't worked



have just received
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2



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Dear Ian and Mary, Greetings from China! I'm having a fabulous time. I wish you could be here. I would love to take you to see the Great Wall. It is so pretty in winter when it snows. I visited the Forbidden Palace yesterday and then I saw Tiananmen Square. We really should go together sometime. As for the food, I tried lamb hot pot the other day and it tasted a little like chicken soup, so I think you would enjoy it, but I doubt you would like the snake stew. It was too chewy. Present indicative 'm having wish is



snows



Present conditional would love could be



should go



Simple preterite saw tried visited



tasted



think



doubt



would enjoy



would like



was



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Rewrite the text using the appropriate tense and mood. I agreed (to go) to the post office on my lunch break. I intended (to send) the package by economy class. I consented (to leave) the office earlier than usual. I suggested (to purchase) some stamps for the office. My boss wanted me (to look for) some new stationery. He likes (to write) on high-quality paper. I agreed to go to the post office on my lunch break. I intended to send the package by economy class. I consented to leave the office earlier than usual. I suggested purchasing some stamps for the office. My boss wanted me to look for some new stationery. He likes writing on high-quality paper. Verbs expressing a wish to act



Phonetics Exercise [7 phoneme(s)]



ow



phone envelope post code



eI



mail paper straight maybe they weigh neighbor's



uw



use few new



through



k



ink Christmas pack class stick jackets



E



letter never any send check already address
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s



Christmas seal self-adhesive across switched stamps express



r



answering wrong really street rates



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Verbs expressing a wish to act



2



Possessive pronouns
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3



Anaphoric 'to'
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: large envelope, small envelope



a large envelope and a small one



regular stamp, commemorative stamp



a regular stamp and a commemorative one



blue mailbox, red mailbox



a blue mailbox and a red one



airmail package, surface package



an airmail package and a surface one



formal letter, informal letter



a formal letter and an informal one



birthday card, anniversary card



a birthday card and an anniversary one



express batch, priority batch



an express batch and a priority one



Use of the pronoun 'one'



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1 a letter a stamp a leaflet a catalog a newspaper a novel



2 an ink pen a typewriter a word processor a felt-tip pen a highlighter colored chalk



3 an envelope a parcel a poster a catalog a check a receipt
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4 a mailman a cyclist a head chef a stamp collector a musician a truck driver



5 a package an envelope a tray a stamp machine the yellow pages a phone book



6 a mailbox a bag a parcel a briefcase a suitcase a package



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



The post office is where you buy stamps. clothes shop drugstore coffee machine grocery store mailbox Construction of compound nouns Use of compound nouns



2



Airmail paper is white or blue. A ten-dollar bill A New York taxicab A double-decker bus The Stars n' Stripes Use of compound nouns



Word Order with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1



It's easy to write It's easy to write long,
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long, interesting interesting letters



letters
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2



I've run I've run out



3



I hate writing on airmail paper; it's I hate writing on airmail paper; it's so thin



out of ink. Have you of ink. Have you got any?



got



any



so



?



thin



Absolute superlative



4



I should have enough envelopes for all my Christmas I should have enough envelopes for all my Christmas cards.



cards.



Placement of 'enough'



5



The post office ran out of stamps, can The post office ran out of stamps, can you believe it?



6



Some people don't Some people don't put



you



believe



put their addresses on the their addresses on the envelope



it



?



envelope.



The impersonal structure



7



I'm going I'm going to



8



the mailman gets mine and my brother's mail mixed the mailman gets mine and my brother's mail mixed up



to the post office to catch the the post office to catch the midday mail.



midday



mail.



up



Possessive pronouns



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are sitting at your desk looking very serious... What are you doing? Writing a letter! Answering last year's mail... Trying to write!
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5 2 2



I should do that too.
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2



Aren't you feeling inspired? 3 6 5



Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person!



3



Do you want some? Sure, if you have some to spare. Yes, please. No, my pen's out of ink anyway.



4



Are you sure you're not out of ideas too?



No, it's regular stationery. Sorry, all I have is lined paper.



6 6 6



Do you often get letters? No, never! Not enough! I get lots of them every day!



7



5 5 5



Do you often write letters? No, not very often. Only when I really have to. I just write for Christmas and the New Year.



6



4 4 5



Here's some lined paper. Great! I never write straight anyway! Is it airmail paper? I prefer plain paper.



5



Take as much as you need.



7 9 7



Lucky you!



Do you have enough envelopes? 8 9 8



No, do you have any? Yes, I have another big pack. No, do you have any spare ones?
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8



I only have window envelopes. It doesn't matter. I'm afraid that won't do. I'll have to buy some then.



9



10 11 10



I see!



12 11 11



Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case it's sent back. No, I never bother! Well, I think it's wise!



12



I don't!



What's the glue for? This envelope won't stay closed! To seal this envelope. These self-adhesive stamps don't stick!



11



9 9 9



Do you have stamps? No, I hope you have some! I'll get some at the post office. I should have a few left.



10



Here, help yourself. You're right, they look too formal.



12 12 12



I suppose you're right.



Finished? 13 14 13



Yes. I'm off to the post office now. Just one more left! Yes, I'm going to mail them now.



13



Where's the post office? Just across the street. Next to the bank. It's on Main Street.
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That's very convenient!



14 14 14
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14



What's this? It's a package for my aunt in Italy. It's an airmail letter for a friend in Japan. My neighbor's mail. The mailman gets us mixed up!



15



15



Are you sure you have your names on the right mailboxes? I'll have to check! Of course! Unless someone has switched them around!



You never know!



Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



Not to have anymore. run out of



2



Letters and packages carried by an aircraft. airmail



3



A flat paper used to contain a letter. envelope



4



Used for sticking paper. glue



5



On the other side of. across



6



The person living next door. neighbor



7



Extra, supplementary. spare



8



You need these to send a letter. stamps



9



The principal road in a town. main street



10



A parcel. package



11



The person who delivers the mail. mailman
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12



The mailman puts your letters into this. mail box



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



More uses of the possessive



2



'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago'
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: it's our office



it's ours



it's his task



it's his it is his



it's my job



it's mine it is mine



it's your team



it's yours it is yours



it's her project



it's hers it is hers



it's their secret



it's theirs it is theirs



it's our responsibility



it's ours it is ours



Possessive pronouns
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: it's his office



it's his



it's your boss



it's yours it is yours



it's my task



it's mine it is mine



it's our scanner



it's ours it is ours



it's her job description



it's hers it is hers



it's their department



it's theirs it is theirs



it's his main responsibility



it's his it is his



Possessive pronouns



Keywords [16 word(s)] to collect (v.) deadline delivery homeowner to invest (v.) landlady lawsuit lawyer legal package post office to receive (v.) registered rent to sign (v.) stamp



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You go home. Your landlady tells you the mailman came with a registered package for you. What do you ask her? Did you take the package from him? Do you have it? What do I have to do?
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No, I didn't. No, I don't.



2 2 2
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2



You have to go and pick it up at the post office. Where is the post office? What are its hours?



3



123 Kensington Avenue. From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.



13 3



You arrive at the post office and walk up to a counter. What do you say to the clerk? 4 4 4



I'm here to pick up a parcel. I've received a registered package. You've got something for me.



4



What's your name? 7 7 5



Here's my ID. Here's my driver's license. My name is Jones.



5



Where do you live? 6 6 6



34 Park Lane. 103 Madison Avenue. 57th Street.



6



Do you have any ID? Yes, I have a passport. Yes, I have a driver's license. No, I don't have any with me.



7



Sorry, but I can't give you the package.



7 7 8



Thank you. Would you sign here, please? Anything else? I'd like to buy some stamps. I'd like to send some letters. I've got a package to send. I need to call overseas.
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11 9 9 10



8



Could you come back later? Yes, I could. No, I won't be able to. You really can't give me my package?



9



I'm sorry. Those are the regulations.



What destination? France. Canada. United States.



10



12 12 12



How are you going to pay? With my credit card. Cash. I want to call collect.



11



Do you want regular stamps or collector's stamps? Collector's stamps. Regular stamps.



12



How do you want to send your letters? Special delivery. Express delivery. Regular delivery.



13



By the way, I have come to collect the rent. 14 14



You're joking! That's all I needed!
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14



Yes, it's true! Have you got anything to complain about? There are a few things in the house that need to be done! I don't agree with the rent increase! Can I pay in two weeks?



15



15 17 All right! But that's my last deadline!



Such as? Change the hot water heater. Change the tiling in the bathroom. Change the bedroom wallpaper.



16



All right then! I'll get the work done, but you must pay the rent! All right, all right! Can I pay in two weeks?



17



16 16 16



All right then! But that's my last deadline!



It's perfectly legal! I want to talk to my lawyer. Can I pay in two weeks? All right then!



That means trouble! Okay! But that's my last deadline!



Sentence Pronunciation [16 sentence(s)] Did you take the package from him? I'm here to pick up a parcel. I've received a registered package. Here's my ID. Yes, I have a driver's license. No, I don't have any with me. I'd like to buy some stamps. I'd like to send some letters. I've got a package to send. You really can't give me my package? Collector's stamps. Regular stamps. Special delivery. Express delivery. Regular delivery. That's all I needed!
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Word Order with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



In America you can obtain your driver's license In America you can obtain your driver's license at sixteen. The article and geographical names



at



sixteen.



The impersonal structure



2



stamp collecting is a worldwide hobby. stamp collecting is a worldwide hobby.



3



Express delivery gets a Express delivery gets a letter



letter to its to its destination



destination the the next day.



next



day.



'Next' - 'The next'



4



The hot water heater broke and I The hot water heater broke and I couldn't



couldn't take take a shower



a



shower.



Modal auxiliaries



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



The deadline for tax returns is in April in the States. hunting season electric chair incapacity jovial event lawsuit



2



The landlady came to collect the rent. chauffeur electric company gas company flamenco dancer repairman



3



Package and parcel are the same thing. Basket Vegetables Swimming pool Stop signs Halfway



4



The mailman delivers your letters. writer accountant director flying stork chain letter
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'To be interested in'



2



'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to ascend



to go up



to reject



to turn down



to leave the ground



to take off



to devour



to eat up



to discover



to find out



to dine in a restaurant



to eat out



to stop by



to drop in



The main postpositions



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Rewrite the text using the appropriate tense and mood. I arrived at the insurance agent's and explained I was interested in (to take out) some travel insurance. I was certainly interested (to hear) that there was a wide range of policies available. The adviser I spoke to (to be interested in) my vacation itinerary. He said he wanted (to find) the exact policy to suit my needs. I was very interested in (to see) what sort of proposition he would come up with. I arrived at the insurance agent's and explained I was interested in taking out some travel insurance. I was certainly interested to hear that there was a wide range of policies available. The adviser I spoke to was interested in my vacation itinerary. He said he wanted to find the exact policy to suit my needs. I was very interested in seeing what sort of proposition he would come up with. 'To be interested in'



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You go home. Your landlady tells you the mailman came with a registered package for you. What do you ask her? Did you take the package from him? Do you have it? What do I have to do?



2



No, I didn't. No, I don't.



2 2 2



123 Kensington Avenue. From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.



13 3



You have to go and pick it up at the post office. Where is the post office? What are its hours?
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3



You arrive at the post office and walk up to a counter. What do you say to the clerk? 4 4 4



I'm here to pick up a parcel. I've received a registered package. You've got something for me.



4



What's your name? Here's my ID. Here's my driver's license. My name is Jones.



5



7 7 5



Where do you live? 34 Park Lane. 103 Madison Avenue. 57th Street.



6



Do you have any ID? Yes, I have a passport. Yes, I have a driver's license. No, I don't have any with me.



7



Sorry, but I can't give you the package.



7 7 8



Thank you. Would you sign here, please? Anything else? I'd like to buy some stamps. I'd like to send some letters. I've got a package to send. I need to call overseas.



8



6 6 6



There's a phone booth opposite the post office.



Could you come back later? Yes, I could. No, I won't be able to. You really can't give me my package?
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11 9 9 10



9



What destination? 12 12 12



France. Canada. United States.



10



How are you going to pay? With my credit card. Cash. I want to call collect.



11



Do you want regular stamps or collector's stamps? Collector's stamps. Regular stamps.



12



How do you want to send your letters? Special delivery. Express delivery. Regular delivery.



13



By the way, I have come to collect the rent. 14 14



You're joking! That's all I needed!



14



Yes, it's true! Have you got anything to complain about? There are a few things in the house that need to be done! I don't agree with the rent increase! Can I pay in two weeks?
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15



Such as? 16 16 16



Change the hot water heater. Change the tiling in the bathroom. Change the bedroom wallpaper.



16



All right then! I'll get the work done, but you must pay the rent! All right, all right! Can I pay in two weeks?



17



All right then! But that's my last deadline!



It's perfectly legal! I want to talk to my lawyer. Can I pay in two weeks? All right then!



That means trouble! Okay! But that's my last deadline!



Mystery Phrase [7 exercises] 1



A long table or surface. counter



2



Person who delivers letters and packages. mailman



3



Decorative covering for walls. wallpaper



4



Time limit. deadline



5



Woman who manages an apartment building. landlady



6



In a foreign country, on another continent. overseas



7



A permit. license
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